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Femtocells: Technologies and DeploymentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book provides an in-depth guide to femtocell technologies


	In this book, the authors provide a comprehensive and organized explanation of the femtocell concepts, architecture, air interface technologies, and challenging issues arising from the deployment of femtocells, such as interference, mobility management and...
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Flash Builder 4 and Flex 4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A complete and thorough reference for developers on the new Flex 4 platform


	Create desktop applications that behave identically on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux with Adobe's new Flash Builder 4 platform and this in-depth guide. The book's tutorials and explanations walk you step-by-step through Flash Builder's...
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Essential SNMP, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2005
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) provides a "simple"  set of operations that allows you to more easily monitor and manage network  devices like routers, switches, servers, printers, and more. The information you  can monitor with SNMP is wide-ranging--from standard items, like the amount of  traffic flowing...
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Leap! A Revolution in Creative Business StrategyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
“absorbing and quite compelling…a book that is full of good things…”     (Admap, June 2003)     

Traditionally, company leaders develop a business strategy based on bottom lines and profit margins, then hire an ad agency to back up that strategy with creative advertising. But history shows that some of the most...
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Understanding Atmospheric Dispersion of Accidental ReleasesJohn Wiley & Sons, 1995
As introduction to the subject of this document, dispersion from accidental releases encompasses many different aspects. It includes the methods of classical air pollution modeling used in estimating the dispersion of dilute air pollutants, but also encompasses the more complex physics of dense-vapor and high-momentum releases, boiling and...
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JavaScript Programmer's Reference (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Learn everything about utilizing the JavaScript language with the next generation of Rich Internet Applications from the accessible information in JavaScript Programmer’s Reference, both a tutorial and a reference guide for web developers. Master methods for using Java with applications like Microsoft’s Silverlight, Ajax, Flex,...
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Riots I Have KnownSimon & Schuster, 2019

	
		“Dark, daring, and laugh-out-loud hilarious, Riots I Have Known is one of the smartest—and best—novels of the year.”—NPR

		

		“Chapman establishes himself as a master of wit, satire, and heart.”—Apple Books

		
...
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Podcasting HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Podcasting does for Internet audio listeners what TiVo does for television viewers--it puts you in charge of when you enjoy a program. Podcasting is a web-based broadcast medium that sends audio content (most commonly in the MP3 format) directly to an iPod or other digital audio player. You subscribe to audio feeds, receive new...
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The Element of FireTor Books, 1994
"The Element of Fire is a powerful fantasy." -- Locus Magazine, 1993 

   Scientific magic and fairy magic collide headlong in the   threatened kingdom of Ile-Rien, where the Captain of the Queen's Guard   fights a perilous battle standing between opposing forces seeking to   topping the kingdom's young king. Reprint....
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Aeronautical Radio Com Systems and NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Typically, there are over twenty radio systems on board the average commercial jet aircraft dealing with communication, navigation and surveillance functions. Very high frequency (VHF) air-to-ground communication is usually the main method of  information and control exchange between pilot and air traffic control. Satellite and high frequency...
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Morphing Aerospace Vehicles and Structures (Aerospace Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Morphing Aerospace Vehicles and Structures provides a highly timely presentation of the state-of-the-art, future directions and technical requirements of morphing aircraft. Divided into three sections it addresses morphing aircraft, bio-inspiration, and smart structures with specific focus on the flight control, aerodynamics, bio-mechanics,...
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Automating ActionScript Projects with Eclipse and AntO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Automating repetitive programming tasks is easier than many Flash/AS3 developers think. With the Ant build tool, the Eclipse IDE, and this concise guide, you can set up your own "ultimate development machine" to code, compile, debug, and deploy projects faster. You’ll also get started with versioning systems, such as...
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